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Ultimate Pleasure
During the Middle Ages, the relationship between the Buddha's omniscience and his religious authority was a major issue in
Buddhist thought. One of the most extensive and sophisticated discussions on this topic is found in the
Pramanavarttikalankarabhasya, the magnum opus of the 8th-century Buddhist master Prajnakaragupta. In this study, author Shinya
Moriyama combines philological acumen with philosophical analysis to present Prajnakaragupta's innovative ideas, offering an
important introduction to his religious thought in its historical context of post-Dharmakirtian Buddhist Ëepistemology. (Series:
Leipziger Studien zu Kultur und Geschichte Sud- und Zentralasiens / Leipzig Studies on Culture and History of South and Central
Asia - Vol. 4)
69 Ways to Please Your Lover taps anyone's inner lover with sexy secrets and provocative pointers to stimulate both mind and body.
There are no long explanations or step-by-step agendas, just a wealth of ways to tickle the erotic imagination. Part one covers
techniques, from playing to penetrating. Part two tours the body's many hot spots -- and shows how to arouse them. Part three
brings all the five senses into play. Sixty photographs, many hidden in special pages that must be unzipped" to reveal the secrets
within, are also included. An ideal gift for self, friend, or lover, hen or stag party, this illustrated guide makes sex more
fulfilling and more fun.
Lorenzo Denali is a man who lives life to the fullest. His motto is "If u work hard, then u must play harder" so by all means he
lives up to his own creed. He's employed w/a global firm headquartered in Southfield, Michigan so he's in a position to afford his
lifestyle surrounded by sexy women, fly clothes, fast cars, hot sex coupled w/spirits & chronic. Come ride w/Lorenzo as he masters
the art of being a player as well as managing the duties of being a member of the upper management team w/his firm. Erxtic Cite'
will take u on a journey through the erxtic mind of one of Detroit's most unique players, who is a self made master of captivating
a woman's mind, body & soul. Erxtic Cite' is a non-stop ride complete w/hot sex, laughs and an array of women from various walks
of life. Sit back, relax, elevate above the clouds, or sip your spirit of choice and enjoy the ride while your mind, body & soul
respond to the acts of mind blowing seduction.
This book gives a unitary proof of God based on evidence and reason.
Discover the Ultimate Pleasure Spot: The Cul-de-Sac
How to Make Your Love Life Even Better
Erotic Exploration for Men and Their Partners
Her Ultimate Pleasure
The Ultimate Pleasure Guide for Women
The Ultimate Guide to Fellatio
For many, the word 'pleasure' conjures associations with hedonism, indulgence, and escape from the life of the mind. However little we talk about it, though, pleasure also
plays an integral role in cognitive life, in both our sensory perception of the world and our intellectual understanding. This previously important but now neglected
philosophical understanding of pleasure is the focus of the essays in this volume, which challenges received views that pleasure is principally motivating of action,
unanalyzable, and caused, rather than responsive to reason. Like other books in the Oxford Philosophical Concepts series, it traces the development of the focal idea from
ancient times through the 20th century. The essays highlight points of departure for new lines of inquiry rather than attempting to provide a full picture of how the idea of
pleasure has been explored in philosophy. The volume begins by showing how Plato, Aristotle, early Islamic philosophers, and philosophers in the Medieval Latin tradition,
such as Aquinas, honed in on the challenge of unifying the variety of pleasures so that they fall under one concept. In the early modern period, philosophers shifted from
understanding the logic of pleasure to treating pleasure as a mental state. As the studies of Malebranche, Berkeley and Kant show, the central problem becomes
understanding the relation of pleasure to other sensory experiences, and the role of pleasure in human cognition and knowledge. Short interdisciplinary reflections
interspersed between essays focus on art of 16th and 17th century textbooks and the difficult music of composers like Bach, which demonstrate translation of these
concerns to cultural production in the period. As the essay on Mill shows, the 19th century development of scientific psychology narrowed the definition of pleasure, and so
its philosophical focus. Contemporary accounts of pleasure, however, in both philosophy and psychology, are now recognizing the limitations of this narrow focus, and are
once again recognizing the complexity of pleasure and its role in human life.
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Augustine's Confessions is one of the most powerfully evocative autobiographies of the Christian West. It recounts the complex experiences through which this formative
theologian came to renounce the compulsive sexual practice of his youth, reinvesting his attention and affection in a disciplined spirituality. The Confessions is explicitly
about desire, longing, passion--physical and spiritual. It narrates Augustine's desperate attempt to get, and to keep, the greatest degree of pleasure. Even his conversion to
Catholic Christianity is narrated as a seduction to continence, and the model of spirituality he articulated relied intimately and profoundly on his sexual experience. Desire
and Delight explores the erotics of asceticism as described by Augustine, noticing the gendered foundation of his model of spiritual aspiration. Going beyond the tormented,
self-conscious Augustine of conventual interpretations, one discovers in this book a man impelled by the eros that defines human beings as such: the pursuit up the scale of
pleasures to the ultimate Pleasure. The pursuit is analyzed here in the text, context, and subtext, with such intellectual and emotional engagement that the Confessions
becomes a text of pleasure.
An insightful imaginative look at the soul - and sex. This book provides fascinating and enlightening insights into the age old mystery of the soul ... and introduces a whole
new level of sex - soul sex. The ultimate pleasure. Includes soul sex instructions - what it is, how to do it.
A step-by-step program for maximizing female sexual pleasure offers psychological and physical techniques that rely on a woman's responses and includes careful
descriptions, a question-and-answer section, and interviews with men and women. Tour.
Sex Secrets for Ultimate Pleasure: The Pocket Kama Sutra: Erotic Secrets for Modern Lovers
Secret Pleasures
The Life-Transforming Power of Sacred Sexuality
Pilates for Better Sex
Discover The Path of Sacred Sex And The Ultimate Pleasure That Awaits You and Spice Up Your Sex Life
Explore the Path of Sacred Sex to Reach the Ultimate Pleasure. Spice Up Your Sex Life Through Meditation, Breathing, and Illustrated Tantra Sex Positions.
Describes the techniques used by women to prepare for lovemaking and increase their enjoyment of sexual encounters
The book, 'The Philosophy of health' is an exposition of the physical and mental constitution of man. It briefs about the
structure and functions of the body, chiefly with reference to health and disease. The book promotes the perspective of human
longevity and happiness and was written by Thoman Southwood Smith. Smith was a minister, physician and social reformer, who
considerably improved the health of the poor by linking sanitation with epidemics. He served on the royal commission on children's
employment, and was medical representative on the General Board of Health to deal with cholera epidemic of 1848.
WHY KAMA SUTRA? Try asking your group chat about the best way to improve your sex life and they'll recommend it. Make a quick
internet search and you'll be pointed to it. Ask your closest pals, if you are open to each other and they'll link you up to order
a guide online. Yes, I am referring to Kama Sutra; an ancient sexual art that has become the ultimate guide to the most intricate
sex positions. "SECRET PLEASURES: The Ultimate Guide To Kama Sutra And Sexual Healing" is packed with 100+ sex positions and
techniques that promote emotional intimacy between you and your partner, through touch and physical connection. This book will
show men how to prioritize woman's orgasm by focusing on making sure she climaxes before considering their own ejaculation. You
will also learn within; ?Sexual connection and why it is important for sexual revival ?The benefits of dirty-talking ?The guide to
guaranteed orgasm ?Sex toys for ultimate pleasure ?A comprehensive guide on oral sex ?Sexual fantasies for a steamy bedroom ?A
guide to sex in the menstrual cycle ?How to move from a boring to exciting sex life and much more. Bringing back the excitement in
your bedroom is just a step away from getting your hands on this book. CLICK TO BUY NOW!
The nation's leading experts on women's sexual health offer up the secrets to female sexual satisfaction using data culled from
their groundbreaking new survey Not since The Hite Report twenty-five years ago has female sexuality been so comprehensively
addressed and analyzed. In Secrets of the Sexually Satisfied Woman, Drs. Laura and Jennifer Berman topple common misconceptions
and reshape conventional wisdom based on their revolutionary and highly anticipated National Women's Sexual Satisfaction Survey.
Extrapolating from the study results, the Bermans address the psychological and medical factors that affect sexuality while
providing expert, accessible advice on how women can improve their sex lives and enhance sexual pleasure. The Bermans are not
afraid to take on topics that make most people blush, and this book is sure to be an essential resource for women throughout the
country.
Ultimate Pleasure
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The Philosophy of Health (Vol. 1&2)
How to Give Her the Ultimate Pleasure
Women's Manual Guide to Ultimate Pleasure
Super Sexual Orgasm
Surfing, the Ultimate Pleasure
Has your sex life become dull and repetitive or even turned into a boring routine? Learn to spice it up with the addition of dirty talk! Both men and women love to hear what their partner wants to do for them,
or what will be done to them before it's done. Hearing the words moaned, screamed, whispered, or growled heightens the sensations and can take the love making to a whole new level. However, dirty talking is
not as "easy" as people make it seem. It's not just a matter of using every swear word the sailors taught you. There is an art and even a science to shocking the senses. Effectively dirty talking is a careful
balancing act of expressing desire, of smart communication between two different lovers, and letting yourself feel the emotion of the moment. In this guide, you will learn exactly how to talk dirty and how to
do it right. You will discover what dirty talking is, the science of it, as well as the art of putting your own creative spin on the age-old hobby of talking your lover off. It takes you, step by step, from getting in
the mood, during foreplay, during love making, to afterglow. You will know what to say and how to say it in every situation. And more importantly, you will be comfortable and sound confident when you talk
dirty. In addition, you will get 157 dirty talk examples that are field tested and proven to work. You can use and analyze them in case you want to improve upon them. Both for-man and for-woman examples
are included. The guide also shows you how these phrases can be adapted to different erotic role play scenarios and fantasies. Master the art of dirty talking and you will always be ready for a hot, wild, &
exciting night!
Imagine: An explosive vaginal orgasm that doesn't require a perfect sex partner. An orgasm without exhaustion or convoluted gymnastics. An orgasm that you control. Thanks to Barbara Keesling, Ph.D., this
type of sexual fulfillment can now be any woman's reality. Dr. Keesling has identified the cul-de-sac -- an area of extreme sensitivity in the vaginal canal that enables any woman to have a Super Sexual
Orgasm! Normally hidden beneath the uterus and just beyond the cervix, the cul-de-sac is so extraordinarily rich in sensitive nerve endings that the slightest contact can trigger a powerful, consuming,
instantaneous orgasm.To reveal this secret and bring this ultimate sensation into your sex life, Dr. Keesling has devised a series of simple exercises designed to tighten the PC muscle, lift and flatten the uterus,
and expose the usually hidden cul-de-sac. These exercises can work for all women -- from the highly orgasmic to the silent majority who have been suffering snoregasms. The cul-de-sac will become a
woman's best-loved secret, for it will allow her to have consistent, euphoric orgasms that she can fully control. Dr. Keesling also includes sensual exercises for women to practice after they have mastered the
Super Sexual Orgasm and exercises for couples to practice together, so that women can fully incorporate Super Sexual Orgasm into their lives in a mind-body-spirit approach. Barbara Keesling, Ph.D., is the
author of Talk Sexy to the One You Love, How to Make Love All Night and Sexual Pleasure. She has taught human sexuality and psychopathology at several southern California universities. "What is the one
word that is pivotal to female sexuality? Control.What I'm saying is this: Women want to have control of their sexual energies. They want to fully enjoy every scintilla of their lovemaking, from sensual
caressing to supersonic climaxes, and once you discover the magic of Super Sexual Orgasm, you will be able to decide if you want to have your explosive climax at the beginning of intercourse or wait till your
partner is on the verge of orgasm or have multiple explosive orgasms or have it all! All of this is available to you. You will have the control. Isn't this what you want?" -- Barbara Keesling, Ph.D.
Become her orgasm machine. If you want to know how to overwhelm a woman with abundant pleasure to the point that she is unsure whether to pass out or ask you to marry her, then this is the book for you.
Thanks to the hard work of literally dozens of sexual female contributors, this book is an amalgamation of the best way ways to bring women ultimate pleasure and orgasm through manual, oral, and actual
sexual intercourse techniques. Who is better to teach the world on how to pleasure women than a group of young sexual horny women? Let Staci and Taryn walk you through what girls really want and how
they want it. Don't be ignorant when it comes to the bedroom, women, and their bodies. Women want to be with a guy or girl who knows how to bring them total sexual ecstasy. Read this book, become a Sex
Genius today, and let the women of the world bow down to your newfound sexual prowess. Taryn Mitchell and Staci Rhodes are real life twenty-something sexy ladies who've got it all: brains, beauty and bods.
After dozens of unsatisfying sexual encounters with men & women in their early adult lives, they decided to embark on a mission to increase the overall orgasm count for women worldwide. They created a
focus group with their friends and begin polling and researching and assembling their best sexual experiences in an effort to create a tell-all guide that would instruct men & women the best techniques to
bring overwhelming pleasure and orgasm to women. After literally 10 years of research and planning, these authors are thrilled to finally launch the first edition of Sex Genius: Pleasure Her. Taryn is a
responsible adult living in NY working in advertising/marketing when she is not teaching the world how to give better orgasms to women. Staci is also an adult although less responsible who runs a thriving sex
shop somewhere in Brooklyn.
Ultimate Sex Bible for His and Her Pleasure: Learn Techniques That Will Make Your Lover SCREAM In Bed Ever Wonder What Multiple Orgasms Feel Like? Or How to Last Longer During Sex? This may
be the book for you This book contains proven tips, techniques and strategies on how to stimulate your partner leading to better and more intense sex. Not only will you learn various sex positions, you will also
learn techniques for foreplay that will have both you and your partner spinning! Whether you are feeling naughty, playful or bored there is something in this book for everyone. Learn techniques that range
from foreplay, to finding her G-Spot, to the art of oral sex and more. Grab a copy of this book now and learn how you can pleasure your partner in ways you've never imagined possible From This Book You
Will Discover Sex techniques for maximum pleasure The art of foreplay How to find her G-Spot How to last longer How to please him in bed How to please her in bed Sexual Massages And much much more
”GRAB A COPY TODAY!“
157 Dirty Talk Examples Guaranteed to Drive Your Lover Wild & Give You Ultimate Pleasure & Excitement Tonight
Pleasure
A New Reading of Augustine's Confessions
Unitary Proof of Allah Under the Light of the Quran (2nd Edition)
Illustrated Edition
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The Science and Art to Her Ultimate Orgasms with the Most Comprehensive Guide to Introduce Pleasurable Anal Sex Plus Advanced Techniques
Sultans and Emperors had their "Imsak" secrets to enjoy and satisfy multiple partners! The principles and methods included in this MANual Guide are recommended to all men engaging in any
sexual activity. Regardless of your age, learn to: Enjoy Multiple OrgasmsExperience Ultimate PleasureMake Love for HoursSuperior Lover Satisfaction Increase Sexual Life
ExpectancyRejuvenate Sexual EnergyHarness Sexual Healing PowerSustain Libido and StaminaControl your Ejaculation Eliminate Sexual FrustrationIncrease Hormonal ProductionEnrich
Spiritual Sexuality
Discover The Path of Sacred Sex And The Ultimate Pleasure That Awaits You and Spice Up Your Sex Life Discover tantric sex -the path to sexual bliss
69 Ways to Please Your Lover is all about pure, unashamed, delicious physical sensation. Brimming with erotic suggestions for the adventurous lover in all of us, this book just begs you to flirt
with its spicy suggestions and have hours of wicked fun discovering what makes both of you sizzle uncontrollably in bed. It's the perfect gift for lovers everywhere.
Pilates for Better Sex will take you through the science part of how Pilates tones the pelvic floor and more importantly how this relates to improving the sexual experience. There will be over 50
Positions from Jermy (the new 50 Shades of Grey) you will be able to choose a number of exercises depending on your ability; Pilates poses and exercises including squats, pelvic bridges,
crunches and many of the stretches that open the pelvis, boast circulation maximizing blood flow, triggering nerve impulses to the pelvic floor. You will find stronger muscles resulting in the
ability to hold your favourite positions for longer with increased sensitivity to be able to enhance your sexual experience. As an extra bonus you will also find tips to feeling sexually confident,
now go put the va va voom back in the bedroom.
A History
Secrets of Sensual Lovemaking
The Ultimate Guide To Kama Sutra And Sexual Healing
Erxtic Cite' 1
Proof of Allah
Pleasure Her

The subject of the present disclosure is a new and distinct variety of miniature rose plant, named 'Ultimate Pleasure' which is characterized by buds and blooms in shades of light
pink with a medium pink reverse. Blooms of this rose are borne one to a stem and in sprays of 5 to 7 or more with hybrid tea form. The bush is vigorous, well-branched and
produces moderate to heavy blooms.
Is your sex life getting boring and repetitive? Are you looking for ways to rekindle the passion in your relationship and increase the complicity with your partner? Do you want to
discover new sex positions and master the secrets of Tantric sex? Do not go further; this is the book for you! "Tantric Sex Guide For Couples" is the perfect reading to spice
things up in the bedroom and improve your relationship. Thanks to this book, you will be able to connect on a completely different level with your partner and discover new
aspects of your relationship. This book is not just about exotic sexual positions; it can help revitalize lost enthusiasm, increase complicity and ultimately rekindle the fire of
passion. Your sexual intimacy will never be the same again. Tantric Sex Guide for Couples contains: History of Tantra from the origins to the present Tantra and the way of
liberation Shiva and Shakti duality - Understand your sexual energy Tantric Yoga with illustrated positions Step by step breathing techniques How to touch your Shiva How to
touch your Shakti Tantric step by step illustrated sex positions Tantric massage Orgasm secrets And many more! The "Tantric Sex Guide for Couples" is a concentrate of
information and ideas that will help you not to fall into the trap of routine. Take your first steps on a journey that will lead you to discover the nuances of sex and achieve ultimate
pleasure for you and your partner! Are you ready to master the secrets of sex? Click the BUY NOW button!
This is not your typical female sex book. It guides you through secret methods to bring out your inner sensuality and achieve Ultimate Orgasms, up to 10 times more Pleasure!
Learn to Orgasm in 10 different ways, From Gspot to Ingasms, enjoy them all! Learn the secrets of Sexual Kung Fu and Tantric Yoga. Find out why over 1000 copies were sold
worldwide in 2 languages. Learn to Orgasm in 10 different ways, From Gspot to Ingasms, enjoy them all! Learn the secrets of Sexual Kung Fu and Tantric Yoga. Find out why
over 1000 copies were sold worldwide in 2 languages. It promotes health while adding mental, psychological, and emotional balance. It guides you to bring out your inner
sensuality. Benefit from proper and guided ways of Sex! Enjoy ultimate pleasure while relieving sexual frustrations! Learn to express and share the energy of love, enter a joint
meditative state, and prolong your youth and sex life expectancy. Empower yourself with physical skills to enhance sex and please your lover at higher levels. Enjoy superior sex
while cultivating sexual energy and relieving sexual frustrations. Reach higher levels of sensuality to reach Ultimate Pleasure. Benefits Gained: Add sexual essence and
attractiveness Tighten vagina and Preserve elasticity Ease menstrual cycle symptoms like Premenstrual Syndrome (PMS) Solve many sexual frustrations and problems
(lubrication, libido, desire, etc.) Enhance sexual pleasure and sensitivity for both partners during sex Relax the mind, reduce stress Lose weight (hormone release, boost fat
metabolism, and exercise Enhance and beautify yourself with shiny hair, glowing skin Facilitate and prepare delivery for childbirth Reduce mental problems (stress, insomnia,
anxiety, etc.) Boost self-esteem (emotional health and well-being) Every man and woman can learn to enjoy hours of love making and please each other at peak intensities
previously thought impossible by advancing their sexuality using my Manual Guides. TV interviews found at www.ManualGuideBook.com
The first definitve guide to P-Spot pleasure will offer men erotic pleasure beyond what they imagined possible. Co-authored by one of the foremost experts on sexual health,
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Charlie Glickman, men who may not feel confident exploring anal play will be empowered to claim the prostate as an erogenous zone ripe for exploration. And men who already
enjoy prostate play will find much to learn from this friendly, accessible how-to guide. The P-Spot covers tips and techniques for prostate play, as well as outlining important
safety information and how to maintain prostate health.
Soul Sex
MANual Guide to Ultimate Pleasure
A Study on Pranjakaragupta's Pramanavarttikalankarabhasya Ad Pramanavarttika II 3-10 and 29-33
Sex Secrets for Ultimate Pleasure
Sex Genius
Eros Ascending
Sex Made Better and Better. Every generation discovers gay sex in its own way: new sex symbols, styles and fetishes appear and take the place of old ones; familiar sex practices become less popular,
while people love each other in exciting new ways. From the tried and true to the exotic and adventurous, this book offers expert tips and unexpected tricks to make gay sex an even more joyful
experience.
A couple's guide for pleasurably introducing anal sex.
With wit, expertise, and an enthusiastic approach, Violet Blue dispels myths and delivers essential information on going down on a man. Every tip, trick, and technique for giving skilled and
unforgettable fellatio is provided. From talking to your partner about oral sex to male pleasure spots, Violet Blue covers it all in this complete step-by-step guide. * How to introduce fellatio into your
sexual repertoire * Clear, illustrated guide to anatomy * How to keep your lipstick perfect * How to deep throat--passionately and comfortably * Helpful tips on preparation and hygiene--including
putting a condom on with your mouth * Building trust and talking about your desires * Countless positions, tips, and tricks * Toys, role playing, threesomes, and power exchange * Complete guide to
helpful resources--videos, books, and Web sites * Plus hot stories by bestselling erotica author Alison Tyler--sure to get you in the mood!
Traces the history of surfing, discusses surfing culture, including music and art, and looks at new developments in surf boards and surfing equipment
Sex Positions
Bridging the Gap
The Ultimate Guide to Prostate Pleasure
Ten Keys to Unlocking Ultimate Pleasure
Desire and Delight
Joyful Gay Sex

***FINALIST, USA Best Books 2010 Awards – Spirituality & Self-Help: Relationships The quest for lasting love is one of life’s essential pursuits, in some ways the most essential. But it’s also a
quest that’s impossible to separate from spiritual and sexual needs. In Eros Ascending, author John Maxwell Taylor offers a wide-ranging study of sexual dysfunction in society and explains how
healthy sexuality can be an entryway to universal love and higher consciousness. Based on Taylor’s twenty-three-year experience with Taoist practices, the book presents an engaging analysis of
love, relationships, and sexuality from spiritual, romantic, and sexual perspectives. Taylor melds essential ideas by Jung, Gurdjieff, and Taoist Master Mantak Chia with science, biology, spiritual
tradition, and current popular culture to shed new light on this eternal yet misunderstood subject. Not just for couples, the book is equally useful for single people who want to understand the
methods for “learning to love yourself ” in preparation for a fulfilling, long-term relationship. Taylor draws on his eclectic background as a successful playwright, composer, actor, and musician
in this persuasive plan for converting ordinary sexual energy into food for the soul.
Ultimate Pleasure – A 36 Erotic eBook Box Set Enjoy over 125,000 words of erotica. Ultimate Pleasure – A 36 Erotic eBook Box Set contains the following: 1. Memories Of The Heart 2.
Obscurities 3. Destined Hearts 4. Distressed Passion 5. Mystery Woman 6. Joy 7. Destined 8. Love and Freedom 9. The Seed 10. Yes Of Course 11. Anxiety Tides 12. Carnal Reverend 13.
Fruitless Efforts 14. Half Men 15. Hidden Affair 16. Loners’ Vibe 17. The Rise And Fall Of Cynthia 18. Even Ends 19. The Lady Of Gonzagi 20. Wedded Malarkey 21. Antique Obsession 22.
Arabian Love 23. Boss’ Survival 24. Magic Passions 25. Marital Bonds 26. My Ex And The Next 27. Pronged Sensations 28. Love Dose 29. Love Foundation 30. Ungrateful Lovers 31. Back To
University 32. Chained Hearts 33. Destiny 34. Motivation 35. Stolen Ring 36. Swift Plot
The Ultimate Pleasure (1925) is a dystopia that describes in stark, uncompromising terms a future tyranny and the struggle of its heroine, known only as B 309. In that world, a small technocratic
elite use deliberate terror in a desperate attempt to preserve the last remnant of the human race from a worldwide disaster precipitated by a massive disruption of the San Andreas Fault. But what
happens after the revolution?... Kaschmir (1925) is Renee Dunan's engagingly idiosyncratic variation on the exotic femme fatale, the beautiful but deadly Zenahab of Kashmir, inspired by H.
Rider Haggard's She. Metal (1920), one of the author's earliest works, is a prehistoric Atlantean fantasy inspired by the works of J.-H. Rosny Aine."
A girl who hits the clubs every other day and sleeps with 1 diffrent guy every other day until she finds the perfect guy. Her own personal sex god.
The Ultimate Pleasure
Secrets of the Sexually Satisfied Woman
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Clarifying the Eternal Foundations of Mussar and Emunah for Today
How to Talk Dirty
How to Go Down on a Man and Give Him Mind-Blowing Pleasure
The Ultimate Pleasure Zxne
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